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ACROSS
1 Be of use
6 “4’33’” composer
10 Video equipment, for short
13 Alt-rock band with the album “Yankee Hotel Foxtrot”
14 Journalist ___ Rogers St. Johns
16 Health policy in a landmark 2012 SCOTUS case
17 Sporting venue that opened in 67-68-Across in April ’13
19 Word appearing in red on a 10-Across
20 Letter opener
21 Capital of Japan
22 Site of a scandalous modern art exhibition that opened in 67-68-Across in February ’13
24 Charged particle
26 Part of a Shakespearen meter
27 Transportation hub that opened in 67-68-Across in February ’13
34 Equipment for a pool hall owner or an oenologist
35 Helicopter carrying the president
39 Upton Sinclair novel with an exclamation point
40 Showed empathy
41 Exercise on an ergometer
42 Arts and crafts need
45 City with the largest Basque population in the U.S.
47 Political alter ego who made headlines in 67-68-Across in July ’13
49 Hydroxyl compound

51 St. Luke’s employee, maybe
52 Food that debuted in 67-68-Across in May ’13
54 Tiny ammo
56 “East of Eden” girl
60 ___ and aah
61 Dripping modern art exhibition that opened in 67-68-Across in May ’13
64 Veiled words?
65 Certain fisher
66 Garlicky sauce
67 With 68- and 69-Across, newspaper that published the first crossword in December ’13 (and this one in December ’13)
68 See 67-Across
69 See 67-Across

DOWN
1 Impressed
2 Magazine founded by Quincy Jones
3 “Fantastic Four” actress
4 Seasonal Bryant Park feature
5 Bit of real estate
6 Upper West Side’s ___ Lalo or Chelsea’s ___ Grumpy
7 Arthur Ashe Stadium declaration
8 “I’ll be!”
9 Fitzgerald of jazz
10 Bounce, as in billiards
11 Biting
12 Namesake of a Herald Square institution
15 “Yo, ___!” (“Rocky” line)
18 Connect an iPhone to a PC
23 Like every mayor of the Big Apple
25 Takes too much, in a way
27 Old sailor’s drink
28 Means of transport to 27-Across
29 Org. that fights censorship
30 Alternative to text
31 Vice cop
32 Journeys from Riverdale to the Rockaways, e.g.
33 Dispense (of)
36 Not a copy: Abbr.
37 Schnozz
38 Pitcher in still lifes
40 Municipal bldg.
43 Popular college major, for short
44 General gesture?
45 Cultural center in Ft. Greene
46 Least great Great Lake
48 Half of a ’50s comedy duo
49 Wear away
50 “Ain’t gonna happen!”
52 Come up with, as a phrase
53 ___ Might Be Giants
54 ___ Rabbit
55 Warning to a cat
57 Unrefined person
58 Offering at a sushi bar
59 Surrounded by
62 “Xanadu” rock grp.
63 “Uh-uh”